Evaporating Snow Looks Just Like a Hollywood Movie Scene.
Our special effect snowfall can simulate an all out blizzard scene in the middle of July or a
snowstorm flurry for a winter wonderland, inside a ballroom party in
December. Our snow services can provide you with snow in Florida or
anywhere in the USA

Snow for the holiday’s snow all year
A Holiday season is not complete without a winter snowfall, now you
can have snow appear on cue and look as real as Mother Nature’s
snow. It’s not real snow, it’s artificial falling evaporating snow. Our
Snow machines are used and approved safe by Disney and Universal
studios they are used in movies and at the theme parks.

Standout
Snow can help promote business while gaining extra media publicity. Create an ad launch using
snowfall. You will stand out and become the local talking point and news coverage as wells as
attracting new customers that want to see the snow. This snow is virtually indistinguishable
from the real thing allowing you to recreate a winter wonderland any time of the year.

Why Hire Zigmont Magic FX Inc
You can count on the effect specialist a snow expert (Snowologist) to design the proper
placement, install, setup and adjust the settings of the snow machines. We have a huge
inventory and variety of snow machines to choose from that will make your event perfect. Your
audience will view a nice calm snowfall or a blizzard storm effect. We will integrate the snowfall
perfectly into your performance or event. Disney and Universal studios count on us and use our
machines. We have also provided shows for a large number of retail community centers, major
malls, major league baseball teams, trade shows, theatrical productions, holiday parties and
corporate events since 1994. Our artificial snow is known as Evaporative Snow™ a fast
dissolving substance, leaving no residue, but creating an authentic
snow effects. Talk to us at 813-689-6269 or look at all the
information we have for you at www.effectspecialist.com/snow.htm

Where will the Snow Machines Be Placed
Snow Machines can be place on top of an awning, on a rooftop, on
tripods, on top of balconies, hanging off lamp posts, from a lighting
truss, or just about anywhere. Variety is the key we have the right
size machine for your event.

Can it be used around food?
Yes many caterers and event planners use this product as part of a
display, entrance ways to a party or as a “wow” effect as guests sit to have
a full course meal. It is also used for weddings as the bride and groom cut
the cake

So what is it?
This is not ice or real frozen snow. The quick answer is it’s an artificial snow flake, which is
dense foam blown through a special filter that creates small and various sizes of tiny white flake
like clusters creating the illusion of snow. Once it falls to ground, the snow will remain for up to
90 seconds then disappear dry.

Our Snow is:
Ø MADE IN USA
Ø REALISTIC SNOWFALL
Ø BIODEGRADABLE
Ø EVAPORATES WITHIN 30 - 90 SECONDS
Ø FIREPROOF
Ø NO MOISTURE
Ø NO MESSY RESIDUE
Ø NON SLIPPERY
Ø ODORLESS
Ø WON’T STAIN
Ø NON-ALLERGENIC
Ø COMPLETELY SAFE WITH FOOD
Ø SNOW LANDING ON A CAMERA LENS WILL
NOT LEAVE A WATER SPOT

Does it have an odor?
No, there is no odor or taste.

What is Evaporative Snow made of?
The snow doesn't just dissipates it totally evaporates leaving no slippery residue or stains.
Evaporative Snow ™ is a laboratory formulated foam based solution that makes the brightest
looking evaporative snow product. It is 98 percent water and two percent surfactant. Surfactants
are elastic chemicals that make the hollow flakes. This solution, used in our snow machines,
creates a realist looking snowfall. The solution is air aerated at 1/10,000. The water starts to
evaporate within seconds making the flakes become smaller and lighter until they disappear.
The surfactant chemical becomes microscopic particles. The surfactants used in our formulation
are of the highest cosmetic grade possible. They are non-allergenic, biodegradable, non-toxic
and non-staining.

Will the Evaporative Snow ™ stain
anything?
When our machines are used properly, they leave no
moisture. We have been making it snow for years, and we
have never received one compliant about staining. Our
fluid uses De-ionized filtered water; this product was
originally used in the movie industry so that if the snow
landed on a camera
lens it would not leave
a water ring.

813-689-6269
zigmont@zigmont.com
www.effectspecialist.com/snow.htm

Static coefficient of friction
We are the only snow provider that tests snow fluid for wetness - slippage on various floor surfaces, a
coefficient of friction meter test. We have had several independent tests recently with major theme park
clients and passed with flying colors. We also can provide coefficients of friction measurement slip tests for
our clients when requested.
A 0.50 COF or above has been recognized as providing non-hazardous walkways surfaces which is accepted industry standards as adopted by UL,
ASTM and OSHA. These agencies set many requirements for floor safety under 29 CFR1910 and NFPA Life Safety Code 101 referring to providing
floors of anti-slip surfaces or maintaining surfaces in non slip conditions in commercial building. It is generally considered in the industry that a
walkway surface with a coefficient of friction higher than 0.50 is non-hazardous.
In all cases, the coefficient of friction value increased after running hours of falling snow with Snowmasters Evaporative Snow® fluid brand.
Our snow fluid test results found that floor surfaces are rated drier by 0.20+ after we ran snow for a long duration cycles over time and tested the
same surfaces when dry. No particle accumulated weigh on the surface either. That why you only see Evaporative Snow ™ machines and
Evaporative Snow® fluid brand only used in theme parks worldwide.

Malls and Retail Community Centers
We can design your snow falling event with the best state of art snow machines which have the highest
output and range of snow spray. You can bring snow to places that never experienced snow falling, it’s a
proven attraction. We will design a snow that will accommodate your budget and your mall's layout and then
our technicians will expertly install the equipment, and show you how our system operates with minimal effort.
The final result with our system is a great output spray of evaporative dry snow that creates an artificial
snowfall that is truly free from wet residue of any type. The illusionary snow that is produced ranges from a
gentle cloud of snow in a wide horizontal area to a blizzard snow covering a large area. The individualized
smaller flakes that we provide are a cloud of gently falling snow that is truly more realistic than anything
currently available. The dry test - place your hand in front of the snow output spray and let it build up on your
hand then rub your hands together you will find that the snow has disappeared and your hands will be dry. We
are the snow company of choice for the biggest names in the entertainment industry.

Partial Client List
Warner Bros Studios
Disney World
Disney Cruise Lines
Disney Special Effects Dept.
Universal Studios Resorts
Universal Studios Harry Potter Project
Extreme Makeover: Home Edition ABC TV
MLB Cleveland Indians at Jacobs Field
MBL Atlanta Braves at Turner Field
City of Tampa Florida
The Salvation Army Holiness Congress Event
(Snow the arena Gwinnett Center)
Coors Light Super bowl Party
Universal Studios Hard Rock Live
Atlantic Station Mall, Atlanta GA
The Galleria Mall, Simon Property Houston Texas
Sherwood Mall Stockton CA.
The Mills Corporation
Channelside Bay Plaza Tampa Fl,
Wiregrass Commons Mall, Dothan, AL
Gaylord National Resort &
Convention Center Washington DC

www.effectspecialist.com/snow.htm

